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Animal and plant cells compartmentalize to perform morphogenetic functions. Compartmentalization of myelin-forming Schwann cells
may favor elongation of myelin segments to the size required for efficient conduction of nerve impulses. Compartments in myelinated
fibers were described by Ramón y Cajal and depend on periaxin, mutated in the hereditary neuropathy Charcot–Marie–Tooth disease
type 4F (Charcot–Marie–Tooth 4F). Lack of periaxin in mice causes loss of compartments, formation of short myelin segments (inter-
nodes) and reduced nerve conduction velocity. How compartments are formed and maintained, and their relevance to human neurop-
athies is largely unknown. Here we show that formation of compartments around myelin is driven by the actin cytoskeleton, and
maintained by actin and tubulin fences through linkage to the dystroglycan complex. Compartmentalization and establishment of correct
internodal length requires the presence of glycosylated dystroglycan, utrophin and extracellular laminin-2/211. A neuropathic patient
with reduced internodal length and nerve conduction velocity because of absence of laminin-2/211 (congenital muscular dystrophy 1A)
also shows abnormal compartmentalization. These data link formation of compartments through a laminin2, dystroglycan, utrophin,
actin axis to internodal length, and provide a common pathogenetic mechanism for two inherited human neuropathies. Other cell types
may exploit dystroglycan complexes in similar fashions to create barriers and compartments.

Introduction
Myelin is produced by oligodendrocytes in the CNS and Schwann
cells in the peripheral nervous system and wraps large-caliber
axons to ensure efficient transmission of nerve impulses.
Whereas oligodendrocytes form many short myelin segments on
several axons, Schwann cells form longer myelin segments (inter-
nodes) on a single axon (Geren and Schmitt, 1954; Bunge et al.,
1962). Only Schwann cells polarize their outermost cytoplasm
outside myelin in domains, first described by Ramón y Cajal
(1933). This outer region is organized in two compartments: ar-
eas in which the Schwann cell membrane is closely apposed to the
myelin sheath (Fig. 1, named appositions, plaques or patches,

red), and areas with abundant cytoplasm that forms channels
traversing the internode (Fig. 1, named Cajal bands, green). It
was proposed that cytoplasmic channels optimize microtubule-
based transport for proper elongation of Schwann cells (Court et
al., 2004). The distance between consecutive nodes of Ranvier,
internodal length (IL) is occupied by a single Schwann cell and
probably influences nerve conduction velocity (Brill et al., 1977;
Di Muzio et al., 2003). Therefore, Schwann cells need to carefully
regulate elongation together with myelin thickness, axonal diam-
eter and lateral sealing of paranodes to efficiently conduct im-
pulses (for review, see Sherman and Brophy, 2005).

Periaxin, mutated in Charcot–Marie–Tooth disease type 4F
(Charcot–Marie–Tooth 4F) (Gillespie et al., 2000; Boerkoel et al.,
2001; Guilbot et al., 2001), is required for Schwann cell compart-
mentalization. Periaxin-null mice lack compartments and show
decreased IL (Court et al., 2004). Whether formation of abnor-
mal compartments is consistently associated with reduced IL,
and whether periaxin influences IL via compartments or through
other mechanisms are unknown. Periaxin associates with the
dystroglycan (DG) complex (DGC) through dystrophin-related
protein 2 (DRP2) (Sherman et al., 2001) the only molecule
known to be restricted to the appositions/patches (Sherman et al.,
2001). As in other cells, the DGC in Schwann cells links laminins
in the basal lamina to intracellular proteins, through the laminin
receptor �-DG, the membrane spanning protein �-DG and in-
tracellular proteins, including the dystrophins DRP2, utrophin
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and Dp116 (Yamada et al., 1996; Saito et al., 1999; Sherman et al.,
2001). Schwann cell basal lamina contains laminin-2/211
(�2�1�1) and 8/411 (�4�1�1) (Patton et al., 1997). Absence of
laminin-2/211 (�2 chain mutations) in congenital muscular dys-
trophy 1A (MDC1A) or in the dystrophic mouse model DyDy,
causes a neuropathy which also displays reduced IL (Jaros and
Jenkison, 1983).

Here we show that laminin-�2 (but not laminin-�4), DG and
its glycosylation are required for normal compartments and IL.
Compartments are also impaired in the sural nerve from an
MDC1A patient, in which reduced IL and conduction velocity
were reported. During development filamentous actin (f-actin)
first appears in territories that will become Cajal bands, and this

appearance coincides with formation of
appositions by electron microscopy, be-
fore DRP2 is detectable. Disruption of ac-
tin or microtubules in adult nerves allows
DRP2 appositions to invade cytoplasmic
spaces. Finally deletion of utrophin, the
only dystrophin with an actin-binding do-
main, impairs compartments and reduces
IL. We conclude that formation of the
laminin 2-DGC-utrophin-actin linkage
regulates the formation of compartments,
by maintaining actin fences that dictate the
localization of Cajal bands. We propose
that a common pathogenetic mechanism,
the disorganization of cytoplasmic com-
partments, underlies the reduced inter-
nodal length observed in Charcot–Marie–
Tooth 4F and MDC1A neuropathies.

Materials and Methods
Mice. P0Cre, DG floxed, Dy2j/2j, myd/myd,
Lama4ko, and utrophin knock-out mice have
been previously reported (Meier and Southard,
1970; Lane et al., 1976; Deconinck et al., 1997;
Feltri et al., 1999; Thyboll et al., 2002; Saito et
al., 2003). Experiments with animals followed
protocols approved by the Institutional Animal
Care and Use Committees of our institutes.

Immunohistochemistry (on teased fibers) and
electron microscopy. For immunofluorescence
analysis, sciatic nerve fibers from a minimum of
3 mice for each genotype were dissected and
immersion fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde in
0.1 M phosphate buffer saline (PBS, pH 7.4) for
45 min. After washing in PBS, the perineurium
was dissected and nerve bundles were separated
using a pair of acupuncture needles. Nerve bun-
dles were blocked/permeabilized with 0,1%
Triton X-100, 5% fish skin gelatin (Sigma) in
PBS for 1 h at room temperature. First antibod-
ies were applied in the same blocking/perme-
abilizing solution overnight at 4°C. Subse-
quently, fibers were washed in PBS with 0,1%
Triton X-100. Secondary antibodies were ap-
plied in blocking/permeabilizing solution for
3 h at room temperature. After washing in PBS,
single nerve fibers were teased in Silane-treated
slides in a drop of PBS using a pair of acupunc-
ture needles, excess PBS was removed and fibers
were mounted in Vectashield (Vector Labora-
tories). A spinning Nipkow disk confocal mi-
croscope (UltraVIEW, Perkin-Elmer) was used
for imaging. For electron microscopy, sciatic
nerves were dissected and immersion fixed in

2% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer, pH 7.4 overnight at 4°C
and processed as previously described (Wrabetz et al., 2000).

Primary/secondary antibodies and dyes. The following antibodies and
dyes, sources and dilution were used. Rabbit anti-DRP2 (gift from P. J.
Brophy, University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh, UK; 1:200), Mouse anti-
tubulin (Sigma, 1:500), FITC and rhodamine-conjugated phallodin
(Sigma, 1:400). Goat anti-rabbit FITC (Jackson Immunoresearch,
1:400), Goat anti-rabbit tetramethylrhodamine isothiocyanate (Jackson
Immunoresearch, 1:400), goat anti-mouse Cy5 (Jackson Immunore-
search, 1:400), 4�,6�-diamidino-2-phenylindole dihydrochloride (DAPI)
(Sigma, 4 �g/ml).

Drug injection. Intraperineural drug injection was performed as previ-
ously described (Court and Alvarez, 2000). Briefly, animals were anes-

Figure 1. Schwann cell compartments at the light and electron microscopic level. A, Cajal-bands and trabeculae are shown in
green, whereas appositions/patches are shown in red or black. Teased fibers from mouse sciatic nerve were immunostained for
DRP2 together with FITC-phalloidin. The DRP2-positive signal above an arbitrary threshold (right panel, in black) was used to
calculate the ratio between Cajal bands/trabelculae and patch area, named f-ratio. B, The f-ratio was calculated for Schwann cells
of different sizes (fiber diameter) and at different ages. After the formation of patches (between P5 and P10) the f-ratio reaches a
value of approximately one, which is conserved among animal ages and the size of nerve fibers. C, To establish that LM patches
(stained with DRP2) correspond to EM appositions, the distribution of LM and EM structures were compared (method visually
described in the top part of C). At both 4 and 10 weeks of age, similar distributions of length were obtained (bottom graphs).
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thetized with Avertin (0.37 mg/gram) and the sciatic nerve was exposed;
a small hole was made in the perineurium using a tuberculin syringe-
needle and 3 �l of cytoskeleton depolymerizing drugs were slowly in-
jected intraperineurally using a 10 �l Hamilton syringe fitted with a 34G
needle, the wound was closed using surgical clips. The following drug
concentrations were used: colchicine, 2 mg/ml (Sigma); cytochalasin-D,
2 �g/ml (Sigma). After 1 d of drug infiltration, the nerves were processed
for immunofluorescence analysis as described above.

Morphological analysis and f-ratio. For f-ratio analysis at the electron-
microscopic (EM) level, random micrographs of nerve transverse sec-
tions were taken at the electron microscope, and the lengths of apposi-
tions and cytoplasmic regions of myelin-forming Schwann cells (Fig. 1C)
were measured using the software ImageJ; in addition, fiber diameters
were estimated from fiber area measurements. At the light-microscopic
(LM) level, calibrated confocal images of the complete Schwann cell
volume immunostained with antibodies against DRP2 and counter-
stained with FITC-phalloidin were obtained, and Z-projections of the
complete longitudinal half of the cell were performed (supplemental Fig.
1, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). The other
half of the fiber was projected and analyzed separately, to avoid merging
of planes on different sides of the nucleus. Using this method, patches do
not have to be completely in the half projection, and if they extend
beyond the other half of the fiber each part of the split patch belong to the
corresponding half projection. Schwann cells were randomly selected
avoiding both nuclei and nodal regions were appositions are absent. A
length of �130 �m was imaged for each Z-projection and at least 20
fibers from 3 animals were analyzed. Using ImageJ, the DRP2 staining
(after RGB color split) was adjusted using the threshold function of
ImageJ. The threshold (in black and white) was set arbitrarily for each
image, to match most closely the size and shape of patches (Fig. 1 A,
bottom image; supplemental Fig. 1, available at www.jneurosci.org as
supplemental material; indicated as “after threshold”). Because DRP2
patches have very defined edges, using a different threshold for each
image did not add significant errors, but it was necessary because of
differences in overall DRP2 staining intensities among patches and
among samples processed at different times. After setting the threshold,
the area occupied by the DRP2 signal was measured using the “Analyze
particles” routine of ImageJ (with settings: minimum pixel � 4.5 �m,
show outline, exclude holes, flood fill; see automated measurement of
patch area, PA, supplemental Fig. 1, available at www.jneurosci.org as
supplemental material). Open cytoplasmic regions (Cajal bands and tra-
beculae) were estimated by measuring the whole Schwann cell area and
subtracting the corresponding DRP2 patches area (supplemental Fig. 1,
available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material, manual mea-
surement of total fiber area, TA). Therefore, the Cajal bands/trabeculae
area is defined as the Schwann cell compartment lacking DRP2 staining.
In addition, fiber diameters were measured for each case. For length (arc)
measurements of DRP2 � patches (Fig. 1C, LM), Z-projections were ran-
domly performed along the nerve fibers stained as above and measured
using ImageJ. Numerical operations were later performed using Excel.
For internodal length measurements, myelinated nerve fibers were taken
from sciatic nerves, stained with rhodamine-conjugated phalloidin and
DAPI, teased as described above and imaged with a fluorescence micro-
scope. The length between two nodes of Ranvier was measured using
ImageJ as previously described (Court et al., 2004). At the EM level, the
f-ratio was higher when comparing to the LM f-ratio value. This discrep-
ancy can be explained by the different projections used. At the LM level,
we project and measure the area of the surface of one side of the Schwann
cell, in contrast the EM measurements were taken in single cross-
sections, measuring the length of the membrane corresponding to cyto-
plasm and appositions; because these were random cross-section, they
can pass in the perinuclear region or at the level of transverse bands or
trabeculae that will show a higher amount of cytoplasm. Importantly,
when the distribution of apposition lengths at the EM level was com-
pared with a similar analysis done in confocal Z-projection of DRP2
labeled fibers (Fig. 1C), the distributions matched in Schwann cells from
wild-type (Fig. 1C) and mutant animals (see Fig. 6 B) showing abnormal
cytoplasmic compartmentalization, validating the analysis at both LM
and EM levels.

Human biopsy. Sural nerve biopsies from an MDC1A patient and from
a patient with an unrelated, acquired inflammatory neuropathy was ob-
tained as described previously (Di Muzio et al., 2003), in accordance with
protocols approved by institutional ethical committees. Immunohisto-
chemistry on the MDC1A nerve showed absence of laminin-2 (Di Muzio
et al., 2003).

Results
Compartmentalization analysis of myelinated nerve fibers
The outer (abaxonal) Schwann cell cytoplasm alternates longitu-
dinal channels (Cajal bands) and transverse domains (trabecu-
lae), where most cytoplasmic proteins reside, with cytoplasmic-
poor areas (appearing as appositions in electron microscopy, and
plaques/patches by immunostaining), where only DRP2 has been
described (Sherman et al., 2001; Albrecht et al., 2008). To quan-
tify this organization we stained plaques/patches in isolated my-
elinated fibers from mouse sciatic nerves using antibody against
DRP2, and Cajal bands and trabeculae using FITC-conjugated
phalloidin to reveal the actin cytoskeleton (Fig. 1A). Confocal
Z-stacks projections spanning half of the fiber were used to select
the DRP2 that fell above an arbitrary threshold. From the result-
ing images, we calculated a ratio between the cytoplasmic rich
Cajal band areas (F-actin signal) and the DRP2� patches area and
named it f-ratio (Fig. 1A). In mature nerves the f-ratio is �1 (Fig.
1B) indicating that the outer cytoplasm contains approximately
the same amount of “open” and “apposed” cytoplasm.

The f-ratio was conserved across fiber diameters and ages (Fig.
1B) making it a useful tool to study cytoplasmic compartmental-
ization in Schwann cells independently of fiber caliber. During
development, compartmentalization of the Schwann cell cyto-
plasm begins after myelin compaction, between postnatal day 5
(P5) and P10 (Court, 2004). At this time, almost no cytoplasmic
appositions had been formed (see below), so the f-ratio was sig-
nificantly higher (Fig. 1B).

At the ultrastructural level, appositions are domains in which
the plasma membrane makes close contact to the outermost layer
of the myelin sheath (Fig. 1C, red). To demonstrate that DRP2�

patches at the LM level represent appositions, we compared the
length of the plasma membrane arcs above transversal projec-
tions of DRP2� patches (Fig. 1C, LM) with the length of apposi-
tions measured from electron microscopical cross-sections of
nerve fibers (Fig. 1C, EM). The distribution of lengths of random
DRP2� patches and of appositions were comparable (Fig. 1C,
bottom graphs), strongly suggesting that DRP2� patches are the
LM correlate of EM appositions in mature nerves, and validating
the f-ratio calculation. Measurement of appositions at the ultra-
structural level provides a useful method to calculate the cyto-
plasmic compartmentalization in samples processed for electron
microscopy.

Formation of appositions
As shown, cytoplasmic channels/Cajal bands contain actin
whereas regions devoid of cytoplasm (LM patches, EM apposi-
tions) contain DRP2. To ask which of these two regions form first
during development, we stained nerve fibers from P5 and P10
wild-type (WT) mice as before. At P5, Schwann cells present a
homogenous pattern of F-actin expression with no compartmen-
talization (Fig. 2A). We detected low levels of DRP2, mainly in
perinuclear areas (Fig. 2A). Consistent with the idea that DRP2
localization correspond to appositions, by electron microscopy,
P5 nerve fibers with thin but compacted myelin were surrounded
by a concentric ring of cytoplasm with no appositions (Fig. 2B).
In P10 Schwann cells, the pattern of F-actin changed dramati-
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cally, forming a net-like structure around regular empty spaces,
some of them filled to different degrees by nascent DRP2-staining
(Fig. 2C). Therefore, the patterning of the actin cytoskeleton at
P10 already resembles the adult Schwann cell distribution, and
precedes the formation of DRP2� patches. Consistent with the
small size of DRP2� patches, appositions by electron microscopy
at this age were smaller (Fig. 2D). To further ask whether this
initial actin patterning precedes and can drive the formation of
appositions, we compared appositions length by electron micros-
copy with DRP2 patches length at the LM level. As shown in
Figure 2E, DRP2 patches (LM level) were smaller than apposi-
tions (EM level). This unexpected result shows that the initial
formation of appositions is independent of DRP2. In contrast, it
suggests that a primordial cytoskeletal pattern, here revealed by
actin expression, outlines the areas that will subsequently be ap-
posed. Appositions may then stabilize through the appearance/
targeting of the DRP2/periaxin complex.

Cytoskeletal “fences” maintain appositions
That actin is organized before DRP2 suggests that the cytoskele-
ton is involved in the formation and maintenance of cytoplasmic
compartments. To evaluate this we quantified the distribution of
the actin and microtubule networks, and examined the conse-
quence of their pharmacological disruption in vivo.

F-actin is distributed along both longitudinal and transverse

cytoplasmic regions, Cajal bands and tra-
beculae, respectively (Fig. 3). In contrast,
the microtubule network is absent from
Trabeculae, and is restricted the central
domain of Cajal bands, where is flanked by
actin (Fig. 3). Cajal bands are �2 �m in
width and composed of a prominent 1 �m
central microtubule network flanked by
two 0.5 �m actin-rich regions. Actin-rich
trabeculae are on average 0.5 �m in width
(Fig. 3C).

Next, we pharmacologically disrupted
the actin or microtubule network in vivo
by intraneurial injection of colchicine or
cytochalasin-D. After 1 d, animals were
killed and single fibers were stained for
DRP2, tubulin and phalloidin. To control
for potential mechanical damage from the
injection we first injected saline solution
and showed that compartments were pre-
served (Fig. 3D). In contrast after Colchi-
cine treatment the microtubule network
became undetectable. Consistently a simi-
lar treatment performed previously re-
sulted in impairment of myelin basic pro-
tein RNA transport to paranodes (Court et
al., 2004). Of note, microtubule disruption
caused DRP2� patches to change their
spatial arrangement (Fig. 3D): patches
were no longer longitudinally segregated
by the 2 �m Cajal bands and domain,
which narrowed to widths comparable to
those of trabeculae, possibly reflecting the
separation provided only by the remaining
0.5 �m actin-based “fence” (Fig. 3E). As
expected, decreased Cajal band width re-
sulted in a decrease in the f-ratio and a
slight increase in the size of DRP2�

patches (Fig. 3F,G). Thus, the longitudinal Cajal band channel
traversing the internode requires an intact microtubule network.

In contrast, f-actin disruption using Cytochalasin-D treat-
ment preserved longitudinal Cajal bands, although their width
narrowed to the 1 �m microtubule-only network width
(microtubule-based “fence”) measured in nontreated Schwann
cells (Fig. 3D,E). Instead, actin disruption caused the disappear-
ance of trabeculae with fusion of DRP2� patches in the longitu-
dinal orientation (Fig. 3D). As a result the f-ratio decreased, and
patch sizes increased considerably apparently because of patch
fusion (Fig. 3D,G). Thus, the transverse trabeculae require an
intact actin cytoskeleton.

Together, these results indicate that DRP2� patches in
Schwann cells are highly dynamic structures whose distribution
and size is maintained by cytoskeletal elements acting as “fences.”
In the absence of cytoskeletal fences, DRP2� patches invade the
available cytoplasmic space.

Utrophin is required for proper
cytoplasm compartmentalization
Our data so far indicate that the actin cytoskeleton is required to
maintain compartments. In addition, Cajal bands and apposi-
tions appear before DRP2� patches, suggesting that molecules
that reside in Cajal bands and bind actin may have a role in this
process. Because periaxin is part of the DGC and its absence

Figure 2. A–E, Actin meshwork patterning precedes DRP2 localization. Teased fibers from sciatic nerves of P5 and P10 wild-
type mice were immunostained for DRP2 together with FITC-phalloidin to reveal early stages of patch formation. At P5, DRP2 is
hardly detectable in perinuclear areas (arrows) (A), and at the EM level Schwann cells display an uncompartmentalized cytoplasm
(B). At P10, the first detectable patterning of the Schwann cell cytoplasm occurs at the level of the actin meshwork (C; green, right
panels: higher magnifications of left panel regions), which forms a net-like structure, leaving regular empty spaces that are
progressively filled by DRP2 (arrowheads). Small EM appositions are detected at P10 (D, red lines). Scale bars, A, B, and D, 5 �m;
C, 5 �m for top and middle panels and 10 �m for bottom panels. E, Comparison of the length of patches (LM) or apposition (EM)
shows that when patches are forming (P10), the distributions do not correspond.
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impairs compartments (Sherman et al., 2001; Court et al., 2004),
we reasoned that the DGC component utrophin, which resides
specifically in Cajal bands (Albrecht et al., 2008) and is the only
dystrophin in Schwann cells that contains an actin-binding do-
main, should be crucially important. Thus, we asked whether
Schwann cells lacking utrophin in vivo formed normal compart-

ments by measuring the f-ratio in 4-week-old utrophin-null sci-
atic nerves. Utrophin-null Schwann cells display smaller DRP2�

patches (Fig. 4A) and this decrease was reflected in increased
f-ratio (Fig. 4B). Interestingly the f-ratio increase was positively
related to fiber diameter (Fig. 4C). Given the correspondence
between DRP2� patches in light microscopy and appositions in

Figure 3. Cytoskeletal component distribution in Schwann cells and their role as molecular fences. A–C, Analysis of cytoplasmic subcompartments defined by their cytoskeletal constituents. A,
Staining for DRP2, actin (using FITC-phalloidin), and tubulin reveals different domains within the Schwann cell cytoplasm. Cajal bands (CB) have a central, tubulin-rich domain (Tub), flanked by
actin-rich regions (Act1 and Act2); in trabeculae (Trb, transversal to CB) only actin is detected. Scale bar, 5 �m. B, Intensity profile of the three stainings (color coded as in A) across the continuous
line drawn on A. C, Mean thickness of each domain; the inset shows the individual values from which the bar graph was generated. D–F, Disruption of microtubules or actin filaments in vivo results
in redistribution of DRP2 � patches. Sciatic nerves of WT mice were injected with colchicine or cytochalasin-D to disrupt the microtubule and actin networks, respectively. Nerves were processed for
immunohistochemistry 1 d after injection. D, Either drug completely disrupts the respective cytoskeletal network, as revealed by immunostaining. Saline injection does not alter cytoplasmic or patch
organization (right). After microtubule disruption (middle), Cajal bands are no longer recognized and patches lose their longitudinal orientation, but they remain separated by the actin network.
After actin filament disruption (right), patches fuse together in the longitudinal axis, but the intact microtubule network maintains thinner Cajal bands. Scale bar, 10 �m. In E, the subcompartments
defined above were quantified after each treatment. F, The f-ratio of cytoskeletal-disrupted nerve fibers decreased compared with the control value, which indicates a decrease in the Cajal band area
relative to patch area. Conversely, the size of patches increases after microtubule disruption and more dramatically after actin filament disruption (G). (NA refers to domains no longer present; *p �
0.005, **p � 0.000, Student’s t test; n � 3 for each condition.)
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electron microscopy (Fig. 1C), we also calculated an f-ratio at the
EM level by measuring the ratio between the length (arc) of the
plasma membrane above cytoplasmic regions and the plasma
membrane above appositions (Fig. 1C, EM). In WT nerves,
f-ratio values at the EM level ( f-ratio EM, Fig. 4E), were higher
than those calculated at the LM level, probably because of differ-
ences in the technique (see methods for an in depth comparison
between f-ratio analysis at the EM and LM levels). However the
relevant characteristics of the f-ratio, the conservation between 4-
and 10-week-old WT nerve fibers (see Fig. 6B) and between fi-
bers of different diameters (WT in supplemental Fig. 2, available
at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material) were maintained
between the LM and EM analysis. As expected, utrophin-null
myelinated fibers showed reduced appositions by electron mi-
croscopy (Fig. 4D), with a consequent increase in the EM f-ratio
(Fig. 4E).

Role of laminin–DG association in compartmentalization
Compartmentalization of the Schwann cell cytoplasm requires
periaxin (Court et al., 2004) and utrophin (Fig. 4), which associ-
ates with the DGC in Schwann cells (Imamura et al., 2000). DG in
turn interacts with laminins in the Schwann cell basal lamina
(Yamada et al., 1994, 1996). To test whether Schwann cell com-
partmentalization depends on DG and its and extracellular
(laminins) linkage, we isolated nerve fibers from mice lacking DG
specifically in Schwann cells (thereafter referred as P0CreDGko

or DG null), or defective in the main
Schwann cell laminins, laminin-2 (211) or
-8 (411). The f-ratio was calculated by light
microscopy and electron microscopy as
described.

In Schwann cells with DG deletion
DRP2� patches were still present (Fig.
5A), but they were smaller and disorga-
nized compared with aged-matched WT
nerve fibers. As a consequence Cajal band
size increased, and the f-ratio was signifi-
cantly higher (Fig. 5B). By comparing the
cross-sectional length distribution of
DRP2� patches and ultrastructural appo-
sition at the EM level, we confirmed that
changes in DRP2� in DG null Schwann
cells reflected a morphological change in
appositions and not a decrease in the ex-
pression levels of DRP2 (Fig. 6A,B).

To ask whether molecules in the basal
lamina were contributing to the formation
of compartments we analyzed nerves from
dystrophic (Dy2j/2j) mice, which carry a
mutation in the laminin-�2 gene resulting
in defective laminin-2/211 polymerization
(Xu et al., 1994). Nerve fibers from
4-week-old Dy2j/2j mice exhibited smaller
DRP2� patches (Fig. 5A) and a corre-
sponding increase in Cajal bands and in
the f-ratio when compared with age-
matched WT fibers (Fig. 5B). However the
disruption of patches and the increase in
f-ratio in Dy2j/2j Schwann cells were not as
dramatic as in DG null cells. As before, ul-
trastructural analysis confirmed a mor-
phological disruption of apposition with
increases in Cajal band areas in Dy2j/2j

nerves (Fig. 6A,B). The f-ratio calculated at the EM level in-
creased in sciatic nerves from P0CreDGko and Dy2j/2j mice (Fig.
6B), to similar extent to the increase found using the f-ratio at the
LM level.

Laminin 8-411 (�4�1�1) is also present in the Schwann cell
basal lamina. To ask whether laminin-8 is required for compart-
ments, we studied nerves from laminin-�4 null (Lama4ko) mice
(Thyboll et al., 2002) and found that laminin-8 null Schwann
cells have DRP2� patches and f-ratio values comparable to WT
animals (Fig. 5A,B). Thus, laminin-2, but not laminin-8, is im-
portant for compartmentalization of the Schwann cell outer cy-
toplasm. In addition, because both Dy2j/2j and Lama4-null mice
have a similar dysmyelinating phenotype in distal nerves
(Wallquist et al., 2005); this suggests that the abnormal compart-
ments found in Dy2j/2j were not due to a developmental delay in
radial sorting and subsequent myelination.

These results demonstrate that both DG and laminin-2 are
required for maintenance of DRP2� patches and their structural
correlate (appositions), indicating that DG is a receptor for
laminin-2 in this function. To genetically test whether the inter-
action between DG and laminin is required for formation of
appositions, we analyzed nerves from the myd/myd (Large myd)
mice. These mice are a model of Congenital Muscular Dystrophy
1D, and harbor a mutation in the Large glycosyltransferase pro-
tein that results in the hypoglycosylation of its substrate �-DG,
decreasing �-DG binding to basal lamina ligands, including

Figure 4. The actin binding protein utrophin is required for Schwann cell cytoplasmic compartmentalization. A, Teased fibers
from 4-week-old WT and utrophin null mice were stained for DRP2 (red) and counterstained with FITC-phalloidin (green).
Utrophin null (Utrnko) Schwann cells show smaller DRP2 � patches than WT Schwann cells. B, The mean f-ratio at the LM level is
higher in utrophin null than WT. C, Graph showing f-ratio values in relation to fiber diameters; a positive correlation between fiber
diameter and f-ratio is observed in utrophin mutants. D, As expected, utrophin null Schwann cells present smaller EM appositions
(red lines) than WT Schwann cells. E, At the EM level, the f-ratio is also increased in utrophin null mice. (n � 3 for each mutant/WT
pair; *p � 0.0001; error bars indicate SEM.) Scale bars: A, 10 �m; D, 2 �m.
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laminin-2 (Grewal et al., 2001; Michele et
al., 2002). DRP2� patches in 4-week-old
myd/myd nerves were smaller than WT
patches (Fig. 5A) and showed a significant
increase in myd/myd f-ratio compared
with WT (Fig. 5B).

In normal nerves, even though the
f-ratio remains constant for varying fiber
diameter, we noticed that the size of
patches was positively related to nerve fi-
ber diameter (data not shown). Because
the defects in compartmentalization in
DG-null, Dy2j/2j and myd/myd Schwann
cells were always associated with smaller
DRP2� patches, we asked whether the
f-ratio in these mutants varied with nerve
fiber diameter. We therefore plotted the
individual f-ratio values of different diam-
eter nerve fibers from 4 and 10-week-old
mice. In WT nerve fibers, the f-ratio re-
mains constant across fiber diameters as
already described (Figs. 1B, 4C, 5C). In
contrast, in utrophin null, Dy2j/2j, and
myd/myd Schwann cells, small fibers
showed better-preserved f-ratio values
than big- diameter fibers (Figs. 4C, 5C).
This was also confirmed at the EM level for
DG-null and Dy2j/2j Schwann cells (sup-
plemental Fig. 2, available at www.
jneurosci.org as supplemental material).
Thus, in the absence of DG–laminin inter-
actions, Schwann cells are only able to
form small DRP2� patches, sufficient to
produce normal compartmentalization of
the Schwann cell cytoplasm in small, but
not large fibers. These data collectively
show that laminin-2, its polymerization,
DG, and its glycosylation are all required
for proper cytoplasmic compartmental-
ization in myelinating Schwann cells.

Laminin-2 and DG have delayed
formation of compartments
Our results suggest that compartments
form via actin patterning, which could be
dependent or independent of the DGC complex. To ask whether
laminin-2/DG were responsible for creation of compartments, in
addition to their maintenance, we studied DG deficient and
Dy2j/2j Schwann cells at P10, during initial formation of apposi-
tions. Because DRP2 staining is not a good reflection of EM ap-
positions during the first stages of cytoplasmic compartmental-
ization (Fig. 2E) we assessed the distribution of apposition length
by electron microscopy. At P10, f-ratio values were not signifi-
cantly different between WT, DG null, Dy2j/2j Schwann cells (Fig.
6C), although the distribution of apposition length was slightly
shifted toward smaller values in the mutants, especially DG-null
(Fig. 6D). However, the number of apposition per fiber was lower
in mutant nerves, because both DG null and Dy2j/2j Schwann cells
showed an increase percentage of fibers with no or 1–2 appositions
when compared with WT Schwann cells (Fig. 6E). Because fibers
without appositions cannot be included in the f-ratio analysis, our
results imply that in the mutants analyzed there is a delay in the
formation of cytoplasmic compartments. Once compartmentaliza-

tion takes place is undistinguishable from WT compartmentaliza-
tion, at least at early time points (P10).

Schwann cell cytoplasmic compartmentalization and
elongation capacity
During postnatal development, promyelinating Schwann cells that
have sorted individual axons start to myelinate them. At the same
time they elongate longitudinally, increasing their size several-fold
(Court et al., 2004). Schwann cells lacking periaxin display a nearly
complete absence of appositions and a reduction in their longitudi-
nal growth, this lead to propose a relationship between Schwann cell
compartmentalization and elongation (Court et al., 2004). How-
ever, absence of periaxin could affect Schwann cell elongation in
several ways, and other examples in which both compartments and
IL are reduced are needed to strengthen the association between
compartmentalization and elongation capacity. Interestingly, it is
already known that absence of laminin-2 causes a neuropathy with
short IL (Jaros and Jenkison, 1983; Di Muzio et al., 2003), but the

Figure 5. Laminin-2–DG association is required for proper cytoplasmic compartmentalization. A, Isolated nerve fibers from
different mutant mice were immunostained and subjected to f-ratio analysis at the LM level. Dy2j/2j mice present a mutation in the
laminin-�2 gene, resulting in defective laminin polymerization, POCreDGko mice have Schwann-cell-specific deletion of the DG
gene, and myd mice present hypoglycosylation of �-DG due to mutations in the Large glycosyltransferase gene �-DG glycosyla-
tion is required for the efficient binding of �-DG to laminins. In all these mutants, Schwann cells present reduced patch sizes as
shown by DRP2 staining (counterstained using FITC-phalloidin); in laminin-8 null (Lama4ko) nerve fibers, patches show no
derangement. Scale bar, 10 �m. B, Mean f-ratio for each genotype from 4- and 10-week-old mice. P0CreDGko, Dy2j/2j and myd
mice, but not Lama4ko mice, show an increase in the f-ratio when compared with WT. C, Graphs showing f-ratio values in relation to fiber
diameters for each of the genotypes (color coded as in B). (n � 3 for each mutant/WT pair; *p � 0.0001; error bars indicate SDs.)
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reason for this is unknown. The abnormal cytoplasmic compart-
mentalization detected in DG null, Dy2j/2j, and myd/myd Schwann
cells offers a unique opportunity to investigate whether partial cyto-
plasmic domain disruption impairs the Schwann cell elongation ca-
pacity. To this end, we measured Schwann cell IL from mutant mice.
At P5, the time when many Schwann cells start to myelinate, but no
DRP2� patches are present, ILs were comparable between DG null,
Dy2j/2j and WT Schwann cells (Fig. 7A), demonstrating that initial
Schwann cell size is independent of DG/laminin-2 interaction, and
consistent with our observations that at P5, the cytoplasm of
Schwann cells is still not compartmentalized (Fig. 2A,B). At P10,
when small DRP2� patches begin to appear (Fig. 2C,D) DG null and
Dy2j/2j fibers begin to show reduced IL (Fig. 7A). At 4 weeks, a time
when WT Schwann cells reach their mature cytoplasm compart-
mentalization, utrophin-null, DG-null, Dy2j/2j, and myd/myd
Schwann cells display a reduction in ILs (Fig. 7A). Importantly in
Lama4ko Schwann cells, which show normal cytoplasmic compart-
mentalization, internodal lengths were comparable to WT values
(Fig. 7A), ruling out any contribution of the early dysmyelinating
phenotype, or unrelated laminin effects. This strongly supports an
association between compartments and regulation of IL. To further
strengthen this relation, we studied the correlation between IL and

fiber diameter. We had already noted that in the mutant mice, par-
ticularly Dy2j/2j and myd/myd, small fibers were less affected (Fig.
5C). Consistently, ILs of small-diameter Dy2j/2j and myd/myd fibers
also display normal (WT) values at both 4 and 10 weeks (Fig. 7B).

Cytoplasmic compartmentalization and microtubule
network organization
Schwann cell elongation and myelin synthesis requires transport
and targeting of molecules to distant Schwann cell regions (for
review, see Trapp et al., 2004)). In periaxin-null mice, the
Schwann cell microtubule network becomes progressively disor-
ganized at distal regions, near nodes of Ranvier (Court et al.,
2004). Because microtubule-based transport is required for
transport and targeting of cargoes to distal Schwann cell domains
(Kidd et al., 1994) it is possible that defective cytoplasmic com-
partmentalization reduces IL by impairing cytoskeleton-based
transport. As described above, immunofluorescence analysis
showed that microtubules in WT Schwann cells are mainly lo-
cated in Cajal bands, and forms a tight network running from the
perinuclear region to the most distal Schwann cell domains near
nodes of Ranvier (Fig. 7C) (Kidd et al., 1994). In contrast, both DG
null and Dy2j/2j Schwann cells displays disorganized microtubule

Figure 6. Compartmentalization analysis at the EM level of mutant nerve fibers and during WT (normal) apposition formation. A, At the EM level both P0CreDGko and Dy2j/2j Schwann cells present
smaller appositions (red lines) compared with WT fibers. B, The f-ratio EM is increased in Schwann cells from P0CreDGko and Dy2j/2j mice with a magnitude similar to the analysis performed at the LM
level (compare with Fig. 5B). LM patches and EM apposition lengths show similar distributions for P0CreDGko and Dy2j/2j Schwann cells. C, Similar f-ratio EM values at P10 between WT, P0CreDGko,
and Dy2j/2j Schwann cells. D, The distribution of apposition lengths are similar between mutants and WT nerves. E, Mutant mice have fewer appositions at P10.
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network (Fig. 7C), which are not longer restricted to the central
region of Cajal bands but are spread in the cytoplasmic spaces.

Defects in compartments in sural nerve from an MDC1A
neuropatic patient
In humans, laminin-2 mutations (merosin-deficient congenital
muscular dystrophy, MDC1A) can lead to muscular dystrophy
and a neuropathy characterized by short IL and reduced nerve
conduction velocity (Shorer et al., 1995; Mora et al., 1996;
Belpaire-Dethiou et al., 1999; Deodato et al., 2002; Di Muzio et
al., 2003). To determine whether Schwann cells in human
MDC1A exhibit a defect in cytoplasmic compartmentalization
that could explain the reduced IL, we measure the f-ratio EM from
the sural biopsy of an MDC1A patient, from which a neuropathy
with reduced IL was directly documented (Di Muzio et al., 2003)
and a biopsy from a control patient with a chronic inflammatory
demyelinating neuropathy, but morphologically normal sural
nerve biopsy.

To first verify whether the degree of compartmentalization
was conserved between different species (human and mouse) and
between different nerves (sciatic and sural nerves), we compared
the f-ratio EM of the human sural nerve control to the f-ratio EM of
10-week-old mouse sciatic nerve and found that they were similar

(Fig. 8A). Thus, the ratio between cytoplasmic and apposition
compartments is conserved across species. Fibers in the sural
nerve derived from the MDC1A patient showed an increase in
f-ratio EM value compared with the control patient and apposi-
tions in MDC1A Schwann cells were consistently smaller than in
the control (Fig. 8). Thus, laminin-2 deficiency in human
MDC1A causes a defect in cytoplasmic compartment formation
similar to that observed in the Dy2j/2j mice. Together with our
data showing a correlation between Schwann cell compartmen-
talization and elongation capacity in different mutant animals,
these data suggest that compartmentalization defects may be at
the basis of the reduced IL observed in this patient (Di Muzio et
al., 2003). These results also confirm that the f-ratio EM analysis
share the most relevant characteristics with the f-ratio analysis at
the LM level, and can be used to detect Schwann cell cytoplasmic
compartmentalization defects in human neuropathies.

Discussion
We show that laminin-2 and the DGC are required for compart-
mentalization of the Schwann cell cytoplasm and achievement of
correct IL. In myelinated nerves an optimal relationship exists
between axon diameter, myelin thickness, and IL to achieve max-
imum conduction velocity. We show that after myelination, the

Figure 7. Disruption of patches correlates with impairment in Schwann cell elongation. Schwann cell ILs were measured from wild-type, P0CreDGko, Dy2j/2j, myd, utrophin null (Utrnko) and
Lama4ko mice. A, Mean internodal length for each genotype from 5- or 10-d-old and 4- or 10-week-old mice. B, Internodal lengths in relation to fiber diameter at 4 and 10 weeks of age (color coded
as in A). Internodal distances in P0CreDGko, Dy2j/2j, utrophin null, and myd decrease to a larger degree in big-diameter Schwann cells, with small-diameter ones showing IL values comparable to
wild-type Schwann cells; this observation is in agreement with the fiber diameter dependence of the f-ratio in transgenic animals. Internodal distances in the Lama4ko Schwann cells, which have
normal f-ratio values, are comparable to those of wild-type animals (n � 3 for each mutant/WT pair; *p � 0.0001, error bars indicate SEM). C, Teased fibers from 4-week-old wild-type, Dy2j/2j, and
P0CreDGko mice immunostained with an antibody against tubulin. In wild-type Schwann cells, the microtubule network is restricted to Cajal bands and presents a compact pattern of staining. In
contrast, microtubule tracks become disorganized when the cytoplasmic space increases in the mutants (arrows). Scale bar, 10 �m.
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actin cytoskeleton polarizes into cytoplasmic domains that are
later occupied by DRP2-periaxin. In adult Schwann cells the actin
and microtubule network form fences that maintain compart-
ments by restricting the location of DRP2 positive patches.

Single genetic disruption of laminin-2, DG, DG glycosylation
and utrophin leads to changes in the proportion of cytoplasmic
domains and reduce elongation capacity of Schwann cells, sug-
gesting a common pathogenesis for the human neuropathies due
to mutations in these components of the DGC. These data sup-
port the idea proposed by Brophy and coauthors that proper
balance between cytoplasmic domains in myelin-forming
Schwann cells allows achievement of proper IL (Court et al.,
2004).

Compartmentalization of the Schwann cell cytoplasm
Schwann cells are polarized into domains involved in diverse
functions. Although a great effort has been dedicated to study
nodal-paranodal domains (for review, see Poliak and Peles,
2003), little is known about compartmentalization along the in-
ternode. The function of Cajal bands remained unknown until it
was discovered that its derangement in mice lacking periaxin
decreased longitudinal elongation of Schwann cells (Court et al.,
2004). Recent studies showed that patches and Cajal bands har-
bor different DGC complexes and are able to compartmentalize
proteins into these specific domains (Albrecht et al., 2008).

To investigate the molecular mechanisms involved in domain
formation, we first developed a method to quantitatively assess
the compartmentalization degree of Schwann cell cytoplasm ( f-
ratio). This dimensionless quantity is conserved across fiber di-
ameters, ages and species, suggesting that a precise proportion
between cytoplasm rich and free regions is required for the

proper function of Schwann cells. Similar properties characterize
the g-ratio (fiber diameter/axon diameter), another dimension-
less quantity conserved across fiber diameters and ages that is
widely used in neuropathology.

Actin cytoskeleton in the formation of
cytoplasmic compartments
Periaxin, which associate with the DGC via DRP2, is required for
cytoplasmic compartmentalization(Court et al., 2004). Critical
questions are whether periaxin and the DGC are involved in the
formation or only the stabilization of cytoplasmic compart-
ments, and which is the main organizer of compartmentalization
in Schwann cells. Here we show that the first stages of cytoplasm
segregation into discrete domains are independent of DRP2, but
are characterized by patterning of the actin cytoskeleton that cre-
ate actin-free regions, subsequently filled with DRP2. The mech-
anism by which actin becomes segregated in restricted domains is
presently unknown, a possibility is that actin contraction by my-
osin II and cross-linking by cross-linker proteins leads to the early
patterning observed in Schwann cells (Reichl et al., 2008; Wang et
al., 2008). After this prepatterning takes place, the DGC may
stabilize this cytoplasmic configuration through its linkage with
utrophin first and DRP2/periaxin later. Consistent with this hy-
pothesis, lack of utrophin affects apposition, even though utro-
phin itself is localized only in Cajal bands (Albrecht et al., 2008).
Possibly DRP2 or DP116 cannot compensate for lack of utro-
phin, because they do not contain an actin-binding domain.

Maintenance of SC compartments
In mature Schwann cells, both the actin and microtubule cy-
toskeleton segregate to defined domains of the cytoplasm. Depo-
lymerization of the cytoskeleton in vivo resulted in fusion of
patches with an increase in their size. This suggests that the cy-
toskeleton provide fences that restrict the lateral movement of
DRP2 patches. Because acute cytoskeleton disruption determines
the rapid reorganization of patches, compartments may be dy-
namic structures in constant remodeling.

Role of laminin-DG association in Schwann
cell compartmentalization
We show that patches, or their ultrastructural correlate apposi-
tions, are dependent on DG, laminin-2 polymerization, and the
association of laminin-2 to �-DG. When any of these factors are
disrupted, patches become smaller and disorganized to various
degrees. Our data suggest, but do not prove conclusively, that
both formation and maintenance of patches are impaired in DGC
mutants. A similar matrix/receptor/cytoskeleton network has
been documented in muscle fibers in vitro, and is disrupted when
laminin is unable to polymerize (Yurchenco et al., 2004). It is
likely that other cell types use the DGC in similar ways to organize
domains and barriers that underlies complex structures.

Reduction of Schwann cell patches alters the balance between
appositions and Cajal bands, resulting in higher f-ratio values.
The degree of disruption is not equal and depends on the targeted
component of the basal lamina/receptor system. Higher f-ratio
values are detected in DG-null Schwann cells, but because DRP2
patches can still form another protein may compensate for this
function, by associating with DRP2, periaxin, or directly with the
actin cytoskeleton. Among other laminin receptors integrin
�6�4 does not fulfill this role because DRP2 patches can form
even in the absence of both DG and �6�4 integrin (Nodari et al.,
2008). However in this situation a �7�1 is upregulated and �1
integrin relocalizes to appositions, suggesting that �7�1 integrin

Figure 8. A–C, Laminin-2 mutations in human lead to defects in Schwann cell compartmen-
talization. EM sections from sural nerves derived from a muscular dystrophy (MDC1A) and a
control patient were analyzed for Schwann cell cytoplasmic compartmentalization. MDC1A
Schwann cells present smaller appositions (red lines) (A) when compared with appositions
present in control patient (B). C, When compared by the quantitative f-ratio EM analysis, MDC1A
Schwann cells present higher values than control cells. Notice that control human f-ratio EM

values are comparable to values of adult mice (10 weeks old). Scale bar, 5 �m.
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may be the receptor compensating for the absence of DG (Nodari
et al., 2008). Laminin polymerization defects in Dy2j/2j mice and
glycosylation defects of DG in myd mice results in a lower in-
crease of the f-ratio, probably reflecting the partial defects in
laminin and DG function is these mutants (Colognato et al.,
1999; Previtali et al., 2003; Yang et al., 2005).

Our results define the molecular participants of cytoplasmic
compartmentalization in addition to periaxin. They suggest that
it is not appositions per se but rather the balance between appo-
sitions/Cajal bands that is required to maintain proper organiza-
tion of the internode.

Elongation of Schwann cells is impaired when
compartmentalization and the microtubule network
are imperfect
Complete absence of appositions in periaxin-null mice reduces
Schwann cell internodal distances by half at 3 weeks of age (Court
et al., 2004). Here we show that targeting the function of the DGC
produce intermediate levels of patches disruption and reduced
internodal distances, supporting that the elongation capacity of
Schwann cells depends on its degree of cytoplasmic compart-
mentalization. However a strict correlation between the different
degrees of patches disruption and the mean IL values from DG
null, Dy2j/2j and myd/myd mice was not observed ( f-ratio values:
DG null�myd/myd�Dy2j/2j and IL: DG null�Dy2j/2j�myd/
myd). This suggests that other factors not detected by f-ratio
analysis are also important in regulating IL.

One important question is how cytoplasmic compartmental-
ization may lead to reduced Schwann cell growth capacity; in
periaxin-null Schwann cells, which show complete absence of
appositions, a disorganized microtubule network was detected
and targeting of MBP (myelin basic protein) mRNA to distal
Schwann cell domains was impaired (Court et al., 2004). Our
results shown that also in DG null and Dy2j/2j Schwann cells the
microtubule network is disorganized, possibly impairing target-
ing proteins, mRNA and other cargoes to distal regions.

A common pathogenetic mechanism underlines the reduced
IL in different human neuropathies
Charcot–Marie–Tooth 4F, MDC1A, and MDC1D are neuro-
muscular diseases due to loss-of-function mutations in PERI-
AXIN, �2 LAMININ and LARGE, respectively. In the first two
diseases a peripheral neuropathy has been described (pure, early-
onset and severe dysmyelinating and demyelinating neuropathy
in Charcot–Marie–Tooth 4F and a mild dysmyelinating neurop-
athy in MDC1A) whereas mutations in Large are known to cause
a neuropathy in mice. These neuropathies all include dysmyeli-
nation with short internodes (Jaros and Jenkison, 1983; Di Muzio
et al., 2003; Court et al., 2004). The DGC is thus central to the
pathogenesis of these neuropathies, because interference with its
extracellular or intracellular linkage (laminin-2 and DRP2/peri-
axin, respectively) is associated with a similar phenotype of
shorter internodes. Because DG mutants phenocopy laminin-2,
but not laminin-8, mutants, �-DG is probably a specific receptor
for laminin-2 in Schwann cells for this function. It remains to be
determined why periaxin mutations also result in a severe demy-
elination that is not seen in the absence of DG, Large or laminin-2.
Because a severe neuropathy is seen in a Charcot–Marie–Tooth
4F patient expressing a truncated periaxin, that includes the
DRP2 binding region in the N-terminal domain (Takashima et
al., 2002), it is possible that loss of additional function(s) of peri-
axin causes the shift to myelin instability and destruction seen in
Charcot–Marie–Tooth 4F (Gillespie et al., 2000). Alternatively,

whereas loss of DG causes demyelination only in restricted set-
tings (Nodari et al., 2008), binding of laminin-2 and �-DG by
Mycobacterium leprae causes demyelination in the absence of im-
mune cells (Rambukkana et al., 2002), suggesting that aberrant
stimulation of the DGC receptor can trigger demyelination. In
this light, periaxin may work as a modulator of DG function.
Analysis of nerve biopsies from Charcot–Marie–Tooth 4F pa-
tients carrying mutation in the C terminus portion of periaxin
may help clarify whether demyelination is independent from the
formation of compartments and reduced IL. So far, we were able
to directly demonstrate that laminin-2 mutations in humans
(MDC1A) lead to abnormal Schwann cell compartmentalization
comparable to the mouse model of this disease.
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